Car panel diagram

This is a list of automotive parts , mostly for vehicles using internal combustion engines which
are manufactured components of automobiles :. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
Wikipedia list article. Anti-intrusion bar Outer door handle Inner door handle Window motor
Door control module Door seal Door water-shield Hinge Door latch Door lock and power door
locks Central-locking Fuel tank or fuel filler door. Backup camera Dashcam. Ammeter
Clinometer Dynamometer Fuel gauge Manometer Hydrometer Odometer also called milometer
or mileometers Speedometer Tachometer also called rev counters Temperature gauge Tire
pressure gauge Vacuum gauge Voltmeter Water temperature meter Oil pressure gauge. Main
article: Automotive lighting. Engine bay lighting Fog light also called foglamp Spotlight
Headlight also called headlamp Headlight motor Interior light and lamp, Center dome,
Vanity-Sun visor and rear side, Floor and Door-front, back License plate lamp also called
number plate lamp or registration plate lamp Side lighting Brake light , Third or Center Brake
light Tail light Tail light cover Indicator light Turn signal control, also called the turn signal lever,
also called the "turn signal stalk". Airbag sensors Automatic transmission speed sensor
Camshaft position sensor Crankshaft position sensor Coolant temperature sensor Fuel level
sensor Fuel pressure sensor Knock sensor Light sensor MAP sensor Mass airflow sensor Oil
level sensor Oil pressure sensor Oxygen sensor o2 Throttle position sensor. Starter Starter
drive starter pinion gear Starter motor Starter solenoid Glowplug. See also: frame vehicle. See
also: Exhaust gas recirculation. Axle Camber arm Control arm Beam axle Idler arm Kingpin
Lateral link Pan-hard rod Pit-man arm Power steering assembly and component Rack end
Shock absorber Spindle Spring Air spring Coil spring Leaf and parabolic leaf spring Ball joint
Rubber spring Spiral spring Stabilizer bars and link Steering arm Steering box Steering pump
Steering column assembly Steering rack a form of steering gear; see also rack and pinion and
recirculating ball Steering shaft Steering wheel driving wheel Strut Stub axle Suspension link
and bolt Trailing arm. Automotive design. Part of a series of articles on cars. Daytime running
lamp Headlamp hidden high-intensity discharge sealed beam Rear position lamps Reversing
lamps Safety reflector retroreflector Stop lamps Turn signals trafficators Automotive light bulb
types. Horn Tow hitch Window deflector Wing mirror power side-view mirror. Category
Commons Portal. Categories : Auto parts Car-related lists Lists of parts. Hidden categories:
Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Lighting Daytime
running lamp Headlamp hidden high-intensity discharge sealed beam Rear position lamps
Reversing lamps Safety reflector retroreflector Stop lamps Turn signals trafficators Automotive
light bulb types. This is not an automated service. Each Diagram that is requested has to be
hand selected and sent. As this is a free service it receives an overwhelming amount of
requests and may take up to a week or longer for a response. Just submit a request for the
wiring diagram you want ex. We will provide you with the basic free wiring diagrams in an email
that can be viewed, saved or printed for future use. Automotive basic wiring diagrams are
available free for domestic and Asian vehicles. Some European wiring diagrams are available
also. Once you get your Free Wiring Diagrams, then what do you do with it. You still need to fix
the problem that led you here in the first place right? There are many different ways to look at
fixing an electrical problem but we will stick with the easiest way. First , find the problem area
on the wiring diagram. Highlight the individual circuit using a different color for positive and
negative. Trace the wiring till you can see where a short may have taken place. Eliminate each
portion of the diagram in sections until you find the short in the wiring. This makes knowing
where to check connections easy with an automotive wiring diagram. Free Auto Repair Manuals.
Free vehicle specific wiring diagrams available upon request. Please search first. Wiring
Diagrams This is not an automated service. Please be specific on what area of the vehicle you
need a free wiring diagram for. Some of the images are in ". This will insure the ability to read
the free wiring diagrams with ease. Adobe Acrobat Reader is available as a free download at
Adobe. To Submit a request for basic free wiring diagrams Here. Premium Color Wiring
Diagrams Get premium wiring diagrams that are available for your vehicle that are accessible
Online right now, Purchase Full Set of complete wiring diagrams so you can have full Online
access to everything you need including premium wiring diagrams, fuse and component
locations, repair information, factory recall information and even TSB's Technical Service
Bulletins. This is the same information that the dealers use. How to read wiring diagrams Use
the two different diagrams below to help you understand what you are looking at. There are
many different symbols on wiring diagrams and can be difficult to figure out what they each
represent if you have not seen them before. The sample wiring diagram to your above will help
you be able to read and understand the description locations on each wiring diagram. Each part
is labeled on the sample wiring diagram to make it easier to read. How to read and interpret

wiring diagrams:. A car wiring diagram is a map. To read it, identify the circuit in question and
starting at its power source, follow it to ground. Use the legend to understand what each
symbol on the circuit means. A wiring circuit is so called because the wiring must make a
complete circle in order for voltage to flow. A break or restriction in the circle will causes a
intermittent or permeant fault. Power leaves the positive Red plus sign side of the car battery
through the power cable and is always actively looking for the shortest possible return path to
the negative minus sign on the battery casing side of the car battery. The path back to the
negative side of the battery after the load is known as the ground path. Power leaves the battery
positive and looks for the shortest path to the ground side of the circuit. Power is battery
voltage and in any circuit the path to the load from battery positive may be described as the
power side of the circuit. As you know, voltage loves to travel through any metal, and not just
the metal within wires. The return path after the load is known as the ground side of a circuit.
The function of a relay is to control a high amp circuit like a starter motor or head lights using a
low amp switch circuit. Running high amps through a small switch would cause the switch to
burn out and fail, possibly starting a fire. Relays are common in circuits and also housed within
control units. A relay is a electromagnetic switch, it has two separate circuits, a Control circuit
and a Load circuit. This causes the coil of the relay to become magnetic, which pulls the
movable armature within the relay, closed. When closed open in the above diagram , it allows
power travel from the battery to the light. Through the 30 and 87 pins. When the switch is turned
off, battery disconnected the coil is no longer magnetic and the spring loaded movable
armature returns to open default position. Cheap volt meters are OK for finding power and
grounds, but modern vehicles will require accurate resistance readings to correctly diagnose a
faulty circuit or component. An incorrect meter reading can cause a ton of trouble. The starter
circuit relay in the pic above operates in an identical fashion. By turning the ignition switch to
start, voltage flows through pin 86 and grounds at This magnetizes the coil which in turn causes
the armature pin 30 to 87 to close completing the load side circuit, and the engine cranks.
Modern cars as you know are packed with control modules. Pre-computer classic cars have a
simple wiring circuit â€” for example, pressing a switch sends power through a wire to a
window motor and the window moves. Modern cars handle it a little differently â€” pressing a
switch, sends a signal through a wire to a control unit computer , which in turn sends power to
the window motor. The control unit or controller will only send power to the window motor if
certain pre-programmed conditions are met. Of course the window may not move for other
reasons, the control unit may be faulty, wiring issue, motor faulty etc. So why did they go and
make things more complicated and expensive to fix? Well, control units do offer significant
advantages, some of which include:. All control units are connected to each other via a twisted
pair of wires, the communication system is know as CAN Controller Area Network. It will pay for
itself several times over. It will typically show a set of symbols and a brief description. Tip:
Some diagrams are easier to understand than others, but having the wrong wiring diagram can
catch out even the pros. To avoid frustration, be sure that your wiring diagram is correct for
your vehicle. Have your legend close to hand as you read the wiring diagram. Wiring diagrams
were traditionally printed in book form, diagrams are big as you know, to fit them all on one
page would make them unreadable. The solution â€” a number at the end of each circuit
indicated the page on which the rest of the circuit diagram was continued. Other solutions
include showing just one systems wiring circuit to a page, for example, just showing the wiring
diagram for the headlights. This works pretty well and was carried over to the digital age. Digital
wiring diagrams are a lot more efficient and easier to use, so if possible, always opt for digital
schematics. The diagram below is a basic car light circuit, at first sight it might look
complicated, but as you understand the flow, it will become clear. Remember, battery power
voltage at the top of the page is trying to get to the ground at the bottom of the diagram.
Starting at the top of the included diagram, you can see power flows in two paths, 1 down to the
light relay left and 2 to the central electronic module CEM which is a control unit. The CEM
module offers a ground at X when ignition is on. This as you know magnetizes the relay coil and
causes the armature to close. The closed armature in turn offers a path for power to flow
onwards to the switch. The switch is now primed. Hitting the light switch now, allows voltage
flow through the light switch relay coil and grounds through the CEM integrated ground path.
The light relay coil is as you know, now magnetized and so it pulls the armature of the relay
closed allowing power flow from path 1 all the way through to ground at the bottom of the
diagram, powering the lights as it does so. The circuit is now complete. How to check fuel pump
fuse. To see the wiring diagrams and special tools I use check out the Auto electrical repair
tools page. A diagram is a detailed map of a system and a schematic is a more simplified
representation. John Cunningham is an Automotive Technician and writer on Rustyautos. I've
been a mechanic for over twenty years, I use my knowledge and experience to write articles that

help fellow gear-heads with all aspects of classic car ownership, from tires to roof aerials and
everything in between. Working on a Duramax is not for the faint hearted, but you already know
that. Most days I love them, but some daysâ€¦ A misfiring engine is the most common engine
complaint and the coil is always the number one suspect. But finding the coil can sometimes
cause some head scratching. Ignition coils are commonly Ground symbol indicates chassis
connection. Continue Reading. January 28, November 22, October 25, June 1, January 16, June
21, April 13, April 24, October 28, February 18, August 28, December 21, November 28,
September 3, February 12, February 27, May 17, March 5, October 23, June 4, August 6, May 11,
November 30, August 25, August 21, August 16, June 6, August 26, August 18, July 20, July 31,
July 3, June 26, March 11, March 6, January 22, April 27, September 27, January 18, April 2,
January 25, March 27, December 11, November 2, January 14, July 28, April 22, February 17,
June 11, September 12, August 7, November 10, October 12, December 30, July 10, May 31, The
part of our cars that we look at most is the dashboard. Can you imagine what the survey results
would have been like if they added in the dozens of other brand-specific symbols?! Keep in
mind that placement and graphics may vary from brand to brand. Find the printable PDF version
here. How to Care for a Senior Dog â€”â€¦ August 28, All Activities Living Shopping. Disney
Parks. National Parks. Tropical Coconut Smoothie Recipe April 2, All Automotive Entertainment
Technology. Share this: Facebook. Car Tips Printable. You may also like. Taking the next step in
your maintenance or restoration project means relying on Raybuck Auto Body Parts. Shop truck
body panels Â». Our body panels â€” made from heavy-gauge stamped steel â€” uphold a
reputation for quality. Refer to the truck body panel diagram and follow along with each number
and truck body part name to learn more about each one and how Raybuck can provide you with
top-quality aftermarket replacements. You can also check out this video that walks you through
each major rust replacement area on a truck. Bumpers are located at the very front of the
vehicle, below the front grille. As a result, they often need to be replaced after a front-end
collision. Bumper ends are an important addition to the bumper itself. They seal the larger
assembly from the corrosive influence of dirt, water and road debris â€” all factors that can
cause damage over time to these parts. Also called a bumper valance, these can be found on
the front, rear or both on most modern trucks. Also called inner fender wells, inner fenders can
take a beating from the environment and daily driving conditions. They provide protection
against outside conditions plus rocks and other types of debris thrown by wheels. Fenders form
an arch on the front side of the vehicle body around each of the wheel openings.. Rotating tires
can throw lots of water, snow or pieces of debris while driving, so fenders help mitigate some of
this matter. Never take more than ordinary pills on the off chance that you see no outcome with
this medication. You will gain reassurance that your condition is not imaginary. The complete
truck door is made of several components, but this term refers to the largest panel and shell.
Areas at the bottom of doors can trap water, dirt and debris â€” especially when drain holes get
clogged. Rocker panels are made from steel. They provide structural support and continuity
between the front and rear. These parts tend to see especially rough treatment on work trucks
and among off-road enthusiasts. Cab corners on a truck refer to the section of the body at the
rear of the cab, between the passenger section and the bed. These steel panels are another
environment-facing component that tends to experience damage and corrosion over time.
Because of the location, this panel often rusts over time and will need to be replaced. Rear
panels may experience rusting and corrosion, however damage from objects seated loosely in
the bed of the truck is even more common. Wheel arch panels receive abuse from grime and
salt. These are the panels that sit above and around the rear truck wheels. They protect the rest
of the body from moisture and debris thrown by your tires, so they often need to be replaced
after years of use. Manufacturers tend to put foam in between the wheel arch and the inner
wheelhouse, to help limit vibration and noise, but this foam holds moisture and causes both
panels to rust. The outer wheelhouse faces the tires, and the inner wheelhouse faces the
interior of the bed. Both undergo their share of potential damage and wear-and-tear from use
and the elements. This area is the one located between the rear wheel and the rear bumper of
your truck. They commonly get scratched, dented and dinged from parking lot bumps or if you
accidently back into another vehicle or object. Road grime, salt, and mud often get stuck on the
inside of this panel which causes it to rust from the inside as well. Header panels are an
important part of the body that provides support and mounting locations for grille assemblies
and headlights. Keep an eye on this panel â€” both the visible and covered parts â€” for rust
and other signs of wear. The hood protects your engine and other essential components of your
truck. Whether you have a rusted or damaged hood, replacing it is often relatively easy.
Because it is often out of site, you may not notice rust or other damage to this panel. Even
direct sunlight over prolonged periods can damage your roof panel. Your truck bed floor takes a
beating â€” from payloads going in and out, to salt, water and debris that accumulates in it.

Your floor is likely made up of several different panels. Depending on the damage you may be
able to only replace parts of it or certain panels or supports. Wheel tubs are the rounded
sections above the rear tires that extend into the bed area. Located at the very back of your
truck, there is no end to the ways you can damage a tailgate. Whether you back into a post in a
parking lot or get rear-ended while sitting in traffic, tailgates are a commonly damaged
component of your vehicle. These will also rust out over time along the lower edge. Shop car
body panels Â». Similar to our truck diagram, refer to the car auto body parts diagram that
coordinates with the following numbers to gain more insight on each product. You can also
check out this video that walks you through each major rust replacement area on a car.
Bumpers are located at the very front and rear of the car. These can be found on the front, rear
or both on most modern cars. They provide protection from outside conditions as well as rocks
and other types of debris thrown by the wheels. Fenders are some of the most recognizable car
components. They form an arch â€” made either of plastic or metal â€” on the side of the
vehicle body, around each of the wheel cutouts. Tires can throw lots of water, snow or pieces of
debris while driving, so fenders help mitigate some of this. They typically provide a place for
windshield wipers when not in motion and prevent flying debris and excess moisture from
entering the cowl and vent panel. The overall car door is made of several components, but this
term refers to the largest outer panel and shell. Areas at the bottom of doors can trap water, dirt
and debris. Lower door skins often suffer from rust and corrosion. They provide structural
support and continuity between the front and rear, as well as protecting the frame of your car
from exposure to moisture and dirt. This part of the body is a hotspot for damage from road
debris as well as rust. Wheel arch panels receive abuse from moisture, grime and salt. These
components can experience their share of potential damage and wear-and-tear from use and the
elements. The quarter panel on your car is located between the rear door and the trunk. These
panels are often damaged in parking lot fender benders or rear-end traffic accidents. For some
vehicles you can purchase just the lower rear quarter panel section so that you do not have to
replace the entire quarter panel. Lower rear quarter panels usually go from a trim line in the
body down and extend from the wheel opening back to the bumper. Fender extension panels
improve the functionality and aesthetic appeal of the fender itself. Header panels are located
above your bumper and offer a place for your headlights and grille to attach. Driving a vehicle
with a compromised hood can introduce debris and other hazards to your engine, possibly
causing far worse damage than the rust you were putting off fixing. The firewall is a hugely
important piece of every car that separates the frame and engine from the passenger
compartment. A fender flare on a car is an extension of the fender that provides extra coverage
for extended or oversized wheels. Fender flares help protect the rest of your car from this flying
debris. The truck or deck lid of your car is a cover that gives you access to your storage area.
Truck lids are often damaged in rear end collisions. When you shop with Raybuck Auto Body
Parts, you will receive top-quality panels, superior customer service and a knowledgeable team
to assist you in finding the right truck or car panel. We offer competitive pricing and meet
premium standards for quality and durability. Check out our full inventory of auto body parts
and panels here. That would most likely still be part of the upper quarter panel. We do not have
a patch for that area. What is the part name in engin bay that sweeps down and back under the
fire wall, left and right. The transmission fits between them. Hi Matt. The windshield and rear
glass are obviously in two different areas of the car. Are you referring to the window frames,
maybe? Your email address will not be published. Due to supplier backlog, some sheet metal
parts are taking weeks to ship. Thanks for your patience. Search Articles:. Truck Body Parts
Diagram Shop truck body panels Â» Our body panels â€” made from heavy-gauge stamped
steel â€” uphold a reputation for quality. Bumper End Bumper ends are an important addition to
the bumper itself. Valance Panel Also called a bumper valance, these can be found on the front,
rear or both on most modern trucks. Inner Fender Also called inner fender wells, inner fenders
can take a beating from the environment and daily driving conditions. Fender Fenders form an
arch on the front side of the vehicle body around each of the wheel openings.. What is the name
of the part that the windshield and rear glass mount to on a 68 lemans. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published.

